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Project Background
Norwood Park is a 1.6 hectare located at 16 Norwood Road, near Gerrard Street East and
Woodbine Avenue. The playground in the park is being updated to increase accessibility and
ensure the equipment is in good condition for park users.
The playground redesign will be developed through consultation with the community and will
include:





New and/or refurbished play elements
Junior equipment (for ages 2 to 5 years)
Senior equipment (for ages 5 to 12 years)
New accessible safety surfacing

The improvements will only include the general playground area. The existing swings, seat and
sand play area near the playground will remain.

Survey Objectives
In January 2021, the City conducted an online survey to obtain feedback from community
members to inform the improvements to the playground in Norwood Park. Survey participants
were given the opportunity to review four playground equipment options and choose their
favourite.
The survey was available to complete online from January 22 to February 7, 2021. The survey
received a total of 558 survey responses, which included input from 1,147 individuals.
The feedback from the survey will inform the selection and refinement of the playground
improvements.

Notification
The online survey was promoted through the following channels:




Facebook and Instagram advertisements targeting area residents
Promotions through the local Councillor's Office
Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/NorwoodImprovements
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Key Feedback Highlights










Respondents' favourite elements of the current Norwood Park playground:
Note: Respondents could select multiple features.
o 69% of respondents like the play structure
o 68% of respondents like the swing set
o 63% of respondents like the shade/sun exposure
o 44% of respondents like the seating
o 43% of respondents like the sand play
o 37% of respondents like the teeter-totter
o 20% of respondents like the swing toy
o 11% of respondents like the other features (predominately other park features)
Playground design preferences:
Note: Respondents ranked their preferences from most to least favourite. Options are
displayed in Appendix B.
o 34% of respondents preferred Playground Option 1.
o 29% of respondents preferred Playground Option 4.
o 19% of respondents preferred Playground Option 2
o 17% of respondents preferred Playground Option 3.
Playground equipment colour preferences:
o 42% of respondents preferred bright and vibrant colours like orange, purple,
yellow or blue
o 30% of respondents preferred natural colours like green, brown and grey
o 28% of respondents had no preference.
Playground surface preferences:
o 63% of respondents preferred rubber
o 22% of respondents preferred wood chips
o 15% of respondents had no preference
Other suggestions for improvement not addressed above include:
Note: The number of text responses that relate to each theme is provided in brackets.
o Revise the playground design:
 Add swings to the design (26), including an accessible swing (1)
 Add a sand box or sand play area (14), potentially under a shade
structure (3)
 One respondent noted they did not think people used the sand
area and it could be removed
 Add a web climbing structure (e.g. like in option 2) (13), monkey bars
(12), rock-wall (2), or other climbing structures (3)
 Make the play structure larger (9)
 Ensure there are play features for all ages (8)
 Add more features for older kids (13), and younger kids (1)
 Include separate play structures for different age groups, to avoid
collisions (7)
 Add more slides (5), including a spiral slide (1), and slides of various
sizes (1)
 Use more natural materials / wood (4)
 Add a bridge feature, like the existing playground (3)
 Add a see-saw (3)
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o
o
o

o

o

Add spinning cups (3)
 One respondent noted they did not like the spinning cups
 Add a merry go round / stand up spinner (2)
 Add more interactive play elements (2) (e.g. Trace Manes Park), like sand
digging toys (1)
 Add a zip line (1)
 Add a tunnel (1)
 Remove the market play panel (1) (Option 1)
 Make the design more unique (1) and modern (1)
 Spread out the play equipment (1)
Ensure the playground equipment and surfacing is accessible and include more
accessible features like accessible swings (11)
Keep the playground as-is instead of replacing it with less exciting/fun structures
(10)
Include new features around the playground:
 Add more seating around the playground (10), including a picnic table (1)
 Add more shade over seating areas and play structures (10)
 Add a fence around the playground to keep kids in one area / to keep
unleashed dogs away from children (3)
 Add a paved track around the playground (2)
 Add a pool (1)
 Add an area for teens (1)
 Add a treehouse (1)
 Add an area for axe throwing (1)
Improve other park features:
 Improve the splash pad (4)
 Improve the dog park (1)
 Keep washrooms open year-round (1)
Improve other neighbourhood playgrounds (e.g. Ted Reeves Park Playground)
(1)
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Appendix A: Quantitative Response Summary

Other responses include other family members (5), school (1), and not applicable (2).
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"Other" responses included (the number of responses that relate to each theme provided in
brackets): Various park features including the wading pool/splash pad (21), dog park (6),
greenspace (6), trees (5), pathways (3), tennis courts (2), table tennis (1), water fountain (1),
washroom (1), hill landscaping (1); never visited the park (4); various playground features
including slides (4), climbing structures (3); soft playground surfacing (2); that the park is not too
busy/is quiet (2) ; the various community activities that take place in the park/ that the park
serves as a community hub (3), picnic tables (1); the location (1); the minimalist design (1); and
not applicable (4).
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Other responses include teens (6), none (3), under 2 years old (3), 3-5 years old (2), 6-12 years
old (2), adults (2), and not applicable/ from other households (3).
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Demographics

Total responses per age group include:









228 respondents age 0 to 4 years old
249 respondents age 5 to 12 years old
30 respondents age 19 to 29 years old
346 respondents age 30 to 39 years old
247 respondents age 40 to 55 years old
25 respondents age 56 to 64 years old
15 respondents age 65 to 74 years old
7 respondents age 75 years old or above
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Appendix B: Layout and Playground Equipment Options
This is the proposed layout for the new playground at Norwood Park which outlines the
proposed design and play features.

Playground Equipment Options
There are four playground design options to choose from below. Please note that the equipment
colours have been shown for reference only. Later in the survey you will be able to comment on
your colour preferences.
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Option 1

Option 1 includes the following features:







2 separate play structures with covered roofing
3 slides (1 small double slide and 1 single slide)
4 climbing options
2 platforms
Monkey bars
Play panels
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Option 2

Option 2 includes the following features:







1 play structure with a shade panel
1 double slide
1 horizontal climbing wall
1 platform
1 stand-alone rope climber
Play panels
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Option 3

Option 3 includes the following features:







2 small slides
3 climbing options
2 platforms
1 turning bar
1 hammock
2 spinners
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Option 4

Option 4 includes the following features:







2 slides (1 small slide, 1 large slide)
3 climbing options
3 platforms
1 turning bar
1 hammock
1 spinner
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Appendix C: Text Responses
Who do you go to Norwood Park playground with?
Respondents who selected "Other, please specify."









Nephew
Parent
N/A
Sister and her family
Extended family
Grandchild
Kids when they were younger
School

What do you like about the Norwood Park playground? Select all that apply.
Respondents who selected "Other, please specify."




























N/A
Picnic tables nearby for having lunches
Wading pool
Splash pool
pool
A lot of space to run
Dog park nearby
Near open Green space, near wading pool
Teeter-totter at this park is extremely well built and better in my opinion than most others
I’ve tried in Toronto area. The play structure is fun for grounders but could be bigger.
Splash pad
The trees and their proximity to the play area.
Better dog park.
Dont use, walk by
Trees / wading pool / open space
Wading pool
My son uses a wheelchair we live around the corner from this park and it very frustrating
that it is completely inaccessible. There is literally no equipment he can use and he can’t
even get through the sand to get to the playground anyway. We have to drive to an
accessible playground, like the one at Stan Wadlow or Birchmount Comunity Centre
Monkey bars and/or climbing structure
Trees
My kids are grown but it’s a neighborhood hub
Multiple slides
Climbing frame
We love riding scooters up and down the concrete path next to the playground
Wading pool
Wading pool
Wading pool, tennis courts, and the activities in the park like plays, movie nights (pre
covid). Also love the sloping walkways which are great for kids on bikes.
Slide
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Multiple slides
Splash pad
Wood chip surface
Wade pool
Wading pool
Pool - for scooters when dry, swimming when hot.
Splash pad
Quiet, nature, lots of trees
Table tennis
Splash pad
Green area
Open space and tennis courts
The large trees.
Dog park
Walking path
Never been
Splash pad
Need monkey bars,. I like how the floor is soft and wont hurt the kids when they fall. All
the other playgrounds in the area except for st, johns is a little hard on the knees.
Dog run
We would live to see a more engaging play structure for children ages 5-12
Splash pads and hills
Dog park
Lots for everyone to do.
wadding pool
Location
Water fountain washroom
NA
dog park
Not too busy, green space to run around, wading pool
Slide
Minimalist
Never
I have never been to Norwood Park playground

How old are the playground users in your household? Select all that apply.
Respondents who selected "Other, please specify."










12-15 - My older daughter still use the swings in particular!
God children and niece and nephew
None
13
Teens... really need a place to sit and /or a rock climbing wall or such surface
None
She’s older now
1 and 4 years old
My 14 year old daughter still uses the swings and sometimes the teeter totter with her
friends!
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1-3 years old
I have 2 children in the 6 to 12 years old selection
2-12
14 and 19
Rubber ground surface is a must. Its the safest for falls.
teenagers
Visiting grandkids, and extended family
adults - we like monkey bars and swings too!
young adults

Do you have any other comments or feedback on the proposed playground
improvements?























I would like to have separate options for both toddlers and older kids, so they are not
running into each other.
Please include swings.
I think the equipment is great as is!
Keep washrooms open all year around, please.
We really need 4 slides (2 large mirrored from option 1 plus the existing 2 small) + the
climbing polygon in #2
Structures for younger children would be great
Kind of hard to choose the play structure. I think the one that’s currently there! I also
hope you’ll keep the separate shades sandbox area. Thanks!
Shade and seating for parents
Monkey bars are a must! Something for older kids is something a lot of families want.
Why take the swings away???
Two play structures good for more kids to play. Good to split up big and little kids. The
market thing in option 1 not too useful. The structures in the 2-4 options are more
exciting than 1st but I chose 1st because good for two structures.
Unfortunately this doesn’t appear to be an improvement for the kids. The play structure
options are smaller than the current one and have reduced the space for how many kids
can actually play on it. My preference is to keep the existing structure
Please provide variety of activities for different age groups at this playground. And keep
in mind games like grounders that children play at playgrounds.
Option 1 has the most variety of activities and slides, but would be even better with a
rope climber from option 2 added.
It would be best if you choose something that allows for both the youngest and the older
kids to play. Options 2 and 3 of the samples given are more focused on younger kids
and it would be a shame if the older kids did not have something that excited them. I
chose Option #1 because hands down, monkey bars are the biggest thing and that is the
one that had monkey bars. If you could put a stand alone monkey bar feature as well,
that would be the absolute best.
It would be good to really account for accessibility when designing the playground.
It would be nice to see more natural elements included in playgrounds. Stumps, logs,
things that challenge them and are safe risky play
Better dog park.
The climbing structure in Option 2 is really interesting and something that would see a lot
of use, but he accompanying smaller slide structure just isn't enough play space.
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Must be fun for all ages. Benches are great. Monkey bars for older kids. Lots of swings.
Rope climbers, metal zipline are welcomed
My kids really like the bridge and disappointed that will be going. They also like the
existing big slide and disappointed by the new slide are straight.
Can we keep the sandbox??
Wood chips are NOT accessible ground cover. Wheelchairs and walked can NOT go
through the woodchips. None of the proposed playgrounds have ANY wheelchair
accessible features
Please make accessible playground equipment! Ramp options for kids with mobility
options. Rubber surfacing. Wood chips and sand are not wheelchair or stroller
accessible.
Accessible equipment!
Rubber surfacing is better for making a playground more accessible
Please put a fence around the play area so kids and dogs are separated safely. Too
many off leash dogs use this play space!
Accessible equipment
Very limited places exist for neighbourhood teens to hand out with their friends
The options don't really serve kids from age 9-12. They are all for much younger kids.
Shade for the seating would be much appreciated! It’s a challenging playground right
now for nursing mothers.
Splash pad
I teach children locally to students with disabilities. None of them would be able to use
these playgrounds. Please consider incorporating accessible equipment and surfaces.
The mid day sun where the play structure currently is causes the small slides to be
unusable. My big request is shade structures but also materials that won’t absorb heat.
A much smaller request is to swap play panels for something climbable. Thank you for
updating the park. My two year old will miss the big slide.
Wooden play structures, like Kew Gardens & Cherry Beach are best. Why is wood not
an option?
Swings and sandbox
Please add spinners! The kids love them. And I didn’t see a teeter totter in any of the
plans. The kids love those, especially the four seaters like they have at Ted Reeve. I see
kids up to ten using those and my two year old loves it as well.
Consider adding wheel chair accessible swing and rubber padding please!!
Thank you for doing this survey. This is a great park, and the sand box is nice. Although
for the rest of the play area, either wood chips or non-sand but rubber is ideal. Sand is
awful for playgrounds! (With the exception of a nice enclosed sandbox).
It would be great to have a small set of monkey bars included with Option 4.
Swings are essential! Please please please include swings. Kids and adults love them!
Consider installing retractable sun shades over play structures for the hot months when
they can overheat and burn the skin of kids using it
We would prefer to keep the sand! 'Sand is good because if you fall on the sand it
doesn't really hurt. Rubber ground you could hurt yourself, and wood chips you could
hurt yourself. Some wood chips are pointy.' - Maggie (age 4)
We really love the swing set and would hate to loose them. Monkey bars are essential.
They would like some more options for bigger kids and keep the sand and a merry go
round
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The kids would like to have a merry go round kind of play structure and a climbing wall.
One really wants a tree house, just for her and her friends :-)
There’s a sand pit that I’ve barely seen used. Could that be an extended play place.
Also, love all the toys the community leaves for the kids but often they’re broken. With
the sand pit and sand playground cover, it was just too much sand.
If the current structure could just be revamped or spruced up, that would be great as the
existing structure has a lot to offer already, it's large, appropriate for older and younger
kids, contains lots of fun features
Please make sure the play structures are for older kids, too...monkey bars are a HUGE
draw. If you could get something that is accessible for those with limitations that would
also be a bonus.
I love the current play structure at Norwood. The bridge connecting the double slide
section to the larger spiral slide makes easy for more kids to be on and for parents to
supervise. Also, it is less intimidating when older are playing there too. Personally, i like
the idea of adding monkey bars as a seperate structure. I dkn't go to Cassel's because
the play structure is too small and the kids don't use it. At Norwood all of the climbing
entrances (like the footholes are great learning to climbing accessories for smaller
children. I do agree that something for the older children would be great, but i would hate
to see the existing structure turn into two smaller ones.
I would like to see more shading options for the play structure. It gets really sunny in the
afternoons. One good option that I have seen is the fabric canopies in Corktown. It
would also be nice to have a splash pad.
We would have preferred to keep the sand as the playground safety surface. We don't
feel a rubber floor is needed and wood chips are to dangerous.
Option #1 with a stand alone rope climber as seen in option #2 would be wonderful.
Strong preference for natural earthy colours, such as greens and browns.
Our kids adore rope climbers. But the option with the rope climber included too few other
options. If there were a way to include a rope climber, but still have great monkey bars
and a lot more structure to play on, that would be amazing. Those spinning seats aren't
popular in our house (4 kids). Thanks for all your work on this!
Perhaps a gate/ fence around?
No wood chips
More seating and shade and different areas not all one structure
I do not want the park to loose swings or a sea-saw. Both are very popular. My kids also
really like the twirl slide which sadly was not in any selection.
Why isn’t this playground using universal design making the play structure inclusive and
accessible to all? I wasn’t impressed by any of the structures. AODA compliance should
be taken into consideration when replacing and upgrading equipment
Would also like to still have swings. Nice to have to keep the babies busy while kids play
They kids would like an ice cream shop and motorized kid cars
we like the stand alone rope climber, the height of the climber in option 4, option 3
doesn't seem to offer much for older kids can we have interactive equipment like at
Trace Mane Park?
Option 2 is cool but it seems to be geared towards older kids. Option 1 seems most
inclusive of both younger and older kids. Reminds me a bit of Fairmount park
playground.
I noticed the options didn’t mention swings. I think it’s important to include a set of
swings as the kids really love that feature!
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I like the idea of 2 seperate play structures, one that is more appropriate for smaller kids
and the other for bigger kids. I find it easier for my toddler to play when he's not being
bumped into by bigger kids on the structure
Equipment that offers elements for both younger/smaller children (ie stairs to slides) and
older children (ie more advanced climbing walls/apparatuses) is ideal for many families.
Please include a spiderweb climbing structure for older kids! And we love swings!
More seating area for the parents, please. Maybe if possible pic-nic tables
A gate surrounding to keep pets out . And to keep kids from going to pool
The playground at the park gets very busy - and needs to accommodate older kids and
younger ones. The structure “1” option is the best because there are big slides and small
ones. :)
Areas for older kids
The covered sandbox is really nice. I also find that the bridge feature is unique and
neighbourhood kids like it.
The park gets really busy, so please consider that many children play at the same time.
Thank you!
Overall the proposed structures look like they were developed by someone that does not
have any kids. There is not enough interactive elements for children under 5. Cause and
effect activities such as spinning wheels or some sort of sand moving system, tunnels for
crawling through, rock climbing wall for older children, funner slide for the older kids. The
only thing i like about Option 1 is that the area is seperated into two, for younger and
older kids so the little guys don't get trampled on. Personally, I don't really find anything
wrong with the current setup except for the sand which i would change to rubber ground
surfacing to eliminate animal feces. Otherwise this project seems like a waste of money
that could be allocated elsewhere.
Would be nice to have an outdoor pool for the parents and kids. Running track along the
permiter would be great. Axe throwing would be a lot of fun!
Add more swings!
We go almost daily during the summer and there are often school-aged children and
toddlers playing together. Separate structures to accommodate both groups would be
wise. Also the current sand area provides a great deal of necessary shade, a covered
sitting area for parents who bring small children and babies to the park is also necessary
as the playground sits in direct sun all day long.
More shaded area with seating would be great, and it would be a shame to lose the
sandpit.
Please add swings! All children love swings.
This is a terrible plan - all the new playgrounds are significantly worse than the current
structure. We use the structure regularly and it’s in good shape and has more natural
materials like wood. This seems like a waste of money, environmentally unfriendly and
bad for kids.
I like the current playground best. Please don’t change it.
None of these options are as good as what is already there. Why replace it? Maybe add
the spider web climbing ball for older kids to what already exists. The sandbox was just
rebuilt a few years ago. The seesaw is the most popular feature there. Will it remain?
I understand budget is a concern, but I would hope the final playground design is larger
than the 4 options available here.
Sand in the sandbox is good but would prefer no sand on the rest of the structure
It would be nice to see swings, proper monkey bars (not the ring ones) sand play area.
To be honest, the park that is already there is great and these all seem worse. Many of
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the designs are so similar to other parks we already to to that we'd probably stop coming
here.
Swings should be added. I know they have a big footprint. But kids really like them and
they prefer parks with swings. Especially the smaller kids.
More seating space for patents and guardians - preferable shaded if possible :) The play
house is great for kids. Perhaps some more lasting sand play Toys (large diggers)
Swing set
Should include swings
Please rubber ground as it will encourage kids to do monkey bars without the fesr of
hurting there knees.
Would be great to see an improved splash pad
The most important thing is to include more options for older children 6-12 as they find
the current equipment too boring. Please also keep the swings. Thanks!
Love the mesh climbing shape thing!
My kid likes the spiderweb climbing frame and the spinning teacups best. Definitely must
be at least 2 slides. Option 1 the orange one, has a good layout but looks old fashioned,
it would be nice to have something more modern looking like option 2
The playground is always busy in the summer, so the more usable equipment the better.
And there needs to be a range, for younger toddlers and older children.
I really like the current structure that is already there and sand as a play surface is just
fine. More play areas would be welcomed, but removing what is in the park now only to
replace it with one of the proposed options seems to me a waste of resources
There should also be swings
Would love to see the equipmwnt at Ted Reeves fixes before this park. It is a higher
traffic park
Shade canopy over the play structure,
More natural elements would be nice - e.g a large log or mud kitchen. Also nice to have
something that distinguishes it from other nearby parks like Ted Reeve and Cassle.
All of the proposed structures seem smaller than what is already there. We need more
play space and play equipment, not less. Please increase swing space, they are often in
high demand. Include more seating around the play space for parents.
Splash pad also needs an upgrade badly.
Dogs must be kept from the play area. People routinely bypass the off-leash area and
instead exercise their dog, untethered, all over the park. It scares many children and is
infuriating to encounter during literally every outing.
Seating for caregivers available near structures
Our neighbours have 3 small children, plus new young families have moved into the
area, play ground is very busy, sometimes families have to wait for the swings. More
swings would be an asset.
Consider accessibly issues of some children
More separated structures to spread out the people
More shade is needed in general.
add rope climber to other options
Please in sure you have swings, all children love swings
Keep the swings
Please keep swings!
I don't understand why the current structure needs to be replaced.
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None of these are great for providing a lot of area for play on top of the play structuresmost provide a small platform between the stairs and the slide. The kids love running up
top just as much on the ground. Also it’s a big miss not having swings.
would love the monkey bars to be high enough for adults to use them or taller kids.
during covid times, we use the park play structure for exercise
Does the rubber ground surface hold the heat? I hope, the large red oak will be
protected hence chips are better
Would love to have monkey bars and climber for older kids (8-12). Many of the newer
parks are geared towards much younger kids.
Keep a sandbox in the plans
I didn’t see swings in the models. A swing set would be nice.
Dont forget about older children they also like to play at the park we dont go to cassels
park anymore the makeover was only done for younger children again children over 6
still like to play at the park
A separate structure for big kids is generally safer. Climbing structures are really
important to keep big kids entertained which is why I selected the spider and the rope
climbing wall. I find most of the play structures are not big enough for my 6 year old to be
entertained very long. I know the spider climbers are rare in the East end and I think it
would attract people to use this park more often. The turning spinners are awesome and
should be included as well. If there was a track to go around the park with scooters that
would be cool. Corkstown Commons has rubber hills which would be easy to add on the
outside of the park
Rubber is most accessible and safest for everyone
Trace Manes park would be a good model.
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